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chronology
Brexit?
23 June 2016 52% of the UK voted in favour
withdrawal from EU
29 March 2017
official
notification

22 June 2017 start
negotiations

30 March 2019 UK will be
a foreign country for EU

Short-term consequences
•

Devaluation of the pound
• weakening of the

States

competitiveness of EU Member

• British exports to EU are becoming cheaper
• Imported products in UK became more expensive
•

Uncertainty on the financial markets

•

Commodity market subject to exchange rate volatility

•

No administrative changes or levies until the end of the
transitional period
UK exporters now still have access to the EU market and EU
exporters have rights-free access to the UK market

•
•

CAP remains in effect

Long term consequences
•

Negotiotions on the institutional framework:
• article 50 Lisbon Treaty: new agreement

within 2
years after the formal start of exit procedure

•

The EU might want to set an example in trade to avoid other exits

•
•

possible import tariffs for goods coming from the UK
but UK can also impose import tariffs for certain agricultural products
→ protectionism
• agriculture and food sector are vulnerable sectors

•

difference in regulations (technical and non-tariff barriers)

Import volumes into UK could be impacted (RABO-bank)
with a hard Brexit: - 27 %
free trade agreement - 23 %
soft Brexit scenario - 16 %
Price of fruits and vegetables in UK could rise 8% no matter which
deal

Average GDP – 2% in EU-26

Displacement effect:
products that can not go to UK remain in the internal market and
can cause price drops
Replacement effect
Products that do not come from the UK give more room on the EU
market
Especially red meat

Other price effects
Additional import duties make our products more expensive in UK
Can have an impact on the volume they want to buy
May impact on prices that UK wants to pay for our products
Additional rights make VK products more expensive for us
Can have an impact on the volume that we want to import
Can give space to own products

Worst case scenario
“Cliff edge” scenario (no deal)
No trade agreement
WTO rules will apply
Loss of preferential acess
Most Favoured Nations (MFN) tariffs will enter into force
On average 14,5% but for some products like dairy up to 40%

will impact most processed food, dairy, meat

Options for the UK
A close alliance with the EU and acceptance of EU rules and
requirements
in exchange for access to the single market
pro-Europeans
A clear break and deregulation 'Global Britain‘
removing all restrictions to attract investment and the unilateral
removal of trade barriers
cheap food industry (get it where it is cheapest without taking too
much account of the environment or public health)
A more economic nationalism, 'closed Britain', protectionism
Brexit that introduces new trade barriers and sets the protection of
the domestic industry. (Britain first).
Expand their own food sector at any price
The economic operators want as little disruption and volatility as
possible

Customs union?
Trade agreement?
European Economic Area
agreement on trade
and future relations

Association agreement
postponed

Transition phase

cliff edge brexit
Cliff edge brexit

Article 50 agreement

--> WTO rules
Chaotic brexit
--> WTO rules

--> WTO ules

Norway option
(European
Economic Area)

Swiss option (bilateral
sector agreements)

No deal

Ukraine option
association agreement
Turkish option
customs union
Canadian option (bilateral
trade agreement CETA)
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Agricultural trade with UK
UK imported 39 billion euro agricultural products from EU
UK exported 17 mbillion euro agricultural products to EU
Trade deficit UK: 22 billion euro
Share of EU countries in UK imports of agricultural products, 2016
Denmark
4%
Poland
5%

other EU-countries
7%

Netherlands
18%

Belgium
8%
Germany
14%
Italy
8%

Spain
9%
Ireland
13%

France
14%

British side of the story

characteristics British agriculture
agriculture is only a small sector in the British economy
0.7 percent of BNP.
output in 2016 £ 23 billion milk (14%), beef (12%), cereals (11%) and
poultry meat (10%)
food sector generates 16% of the income of industry in UK
productivity per hectare in UK is lower than in other regions
subsidies are an important part of income
about 40% of all food and drink in the UK is imported (only 60%
self-sufficient)
Traditionally import cheap food from colonies
60% of UK food exports go to other EU countries (82% of meat
exports and 74% of the cereal exports went to EU
70% of imports came from the EU.

Risks for British farmer
Loss of access to EU market because of different standards
Less protection of TRQ
Loss direct aid
the deterrence of seasonal workers (98%)

Why maintaining agriculture in UK?
food security
reducing agricultural activity because of environmental
considerations is only exporting the problem.
local production can be replaced by cheaper import, possibly from
countries with perhaps lower standards regarding animal welfare.
farmers farm 70% of the land in sometimes iconic landscapes.
economic benefits to the tourism sector.
Keeping the food sector running (major economic impact on the
supply sector)

UK import and export food, feed and drinks (2016 prijces),
million £, 2007-2016
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UK trade food feed and drinks

In order to maintain unrestricted access to the EU market the UK
has
to apply the same standards as the EU (SPS)
to reach an agreement on mutual recognition of controls
to check whether the same standards are applied to VK products and
to imported products.
VK should not become a back door to bring in products that do not meet
EU standards.
suppose it would allow chlorinated chicken from the US, then they lose
access to the EU + Switzerland + Norway

Consequences on EU-policy
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Budget (UK is/was net contributor) and Multiannual Financial Framework
May promised to pay in 2019 en 2020 (no concrete figures)
Research and innovation Horizon 2020
Agricultural policy (CAP):
• Impact on prices
• Political relationships
Tariff rate quota
•
agreement on the methodology
Protection on registered European denominations
Promotion policy (third country)
Impact 1 member state reduced
• EP en Council co-decision
• Role trilogues
• Subsidiarity

Transition period
30 March 2019 - 21 December 2020
UK
Will be considered as third country
Has no EU-commissioner and no MEPs
No EU-civil servants
Contributes to EU-budget and applies EU-acquis
Cannot finalise trade agreements with other third countries
postponement cliff-edge scenario

Practical consequences
Longer waiting times at the borders
Customs formalities
Additional checks (sanitary and phytosanitary)
Other labeling rules?
Possibly other standards
Origin rules
UK should not become a back gate for non-compliant products
Breeders' rights
English varieties are removed from the EU list
Shortened procedure possible to take over varieties in EU list
EU varieties have to apply for plant breeder's rights separately in VK
(two aplications)

Opportunities?
Trade agreement
Most ideal scenario: free trade agreement, o rates, no quantitative
restrictions
UK remains highly dependent on imports (from EU?)
Especially important for fresh products
Proximity, traceability, just in time, services, flexibility innovation,
specialties remain important assets

Less for less perishable products
VK can shop where it wants

Part of British consumers wants quality
Possibly less imports from UK of red meat

